
WHAT IS DIGITAL DEFENSE FRONTLINE.CLOUDTM?

Digital Defense’s Frontline.Cloud™ incorporates Digital 
Defense’s patented and proprietary technology that 
supports multiple software security modules focused 
on proactively protecting business critical assets. 
The Frontline.Cloud Software as a Service (SaaS) 
platform supports the industry’s only real-time on-
demand vulnerability management solution, Frontline 
Vulnerability Manager™ (Frontline VM™), Frontline Web 
Application Scanning™ (Frontline WAS™), and Frontline 
Active Sweep™ (Frontline ATS™), all without requiring 
an agent. Frontline.Cloud digitally fingerprints over 
20 attributes on a discovered asset, is able to track 
movement of dynamic hosts and correlate hosts even 
when core attributes like IP address, hostname or 
MAC address changes, provide host-optimized real-
time scanning without impacting performance of the 
host or network and prioritize remediation based on 
business criticality.

WHAT IS THE FORESCOUT® PLATFORM?

The Forescout® platform offers an agentless security 
solution that provides organizations with the unique 
ability to see devices, including non-traditional and 
unmanaged devices, the instant they connect to the 
network and continuously as they are connected. The 
Forescout platform provides policy-based control of 
these devices and can enable orchestrated information 
sharing and workflows among disparate security 
tools, including Digital Defense Frontline.Cloud. Such 
orchestrated integrations help close security gaps and 
boost efficiency in combating threats.

SOLUTION OVERVIEW

Digital Defense’s Frontline.Cloud is the only 
vulnerability management solution that audits 
hosts as contiguous entities, reconciles assets 
utilizing patented correlation algorithms (helping to 
minimize duplicates or unknown devices), prioritizes 
vulnerabilities, and automates workflow across the 
hybrid network to make better risk management 
decisions, faster. 

Digital Defense’s Frontline.Cloud platform, and The 
Forescout platform streamline remediation efforts, 
offering a way to automate your workflow process of 
identifying hosts, scanning for known vulnerabilities 
and controlling access to sensitive network resouces.

As a member of the Forescout Technology Partner 
Program, Digital Defense will work with The Forescout 
platform to enable real-time assessment, host 
analysis and policy-based mitigation of endpoint 
security risks. This includes the ability to perform the 
following functions:

Digital Defense, Inc. and Forescout Provide Visibility 
and Control based on Security Risk

SOLUTION BRIEF

Improve real-time visibility into high-risk assets and control access based on risk-posture.

www.DigitalDefense.com

ANALYZE
Identify which assets are at 
risk and receive actionable 
intelligence.

SCAN
Quickly, comprehensively and 
accurately assess your network 
for vulnerabilities.

SCORE
Benefit from a clear, easy-to-
understand metric to determine 
your organization’s security 
posture.

AUTOMATE
Seamlessly integrate Frontline 
vulnerability findings into your 
security workflow.
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FORESCOUT - DIGITAL DEFENSE INTEGRATION

The ForeScout platform integration with Digital Defense 
Frontline.Cloud is enabled through the Forescout Open 
Integration Module (OIM), which is an optional module for 
The Forescout platform and is sold and licensed separately. 
The Forescout platform combined with Digital Defense’s 
Frontline.Cloud vulnerability and threat assessment 
platform, extends traditional network access control and 
policy management to identify high-risk assets, that are 
highly vulnerable to exploits, remain unpatched or have 
already been infected. With that knowledge, Forescout 
now can make intelligent, potentially automated, policy 
decisions to restrict access and protect the network and 
resource from a potential compromise or attack.

IDENTIFY AND PROTECT THE NETWORK FROM 
HIGH-RISK ASSETS

The integration between The Forescout platform and Digital 
Defense Frontline.Cloud provides the following benefits:

Visualize

• Discover devices instantly without requiring agents
• Profile and classify devices, users, applications and 

operating systems
• Continuously monitor corporate, BYOD and IoT 

endpoints
Assess Vulnerability and Threat Risk

• Launch the industry’s only real-time on-demand 
vulnerability scanner from The Forescout platform

• Virtually eliminate false positives based on host- 
optimized scanning

• Identify both OS and web application vulnerabilities
• Provide a real-time threat assessment based on an 

agentless scan for malware and virus indicators
Control

• Allow, deny or limit network access through The 
Forescout platform based on device risk posture and 
security policies

• Assess, prioritize and remediate malicious or high-
risk endpoints

• Improve compliance with industry mandates and 
regulations

Automate and Orchestrate
• Share endpoint context from The Forescout platform 

with Frontline.Cloud
• Create actionable workflows to have The Forescout 

platform automatically restrict access based on 
Frontline scans and associated risk assessment

• Create dynamic system-wide policy changes to 
response to and quickly mitigate risks

About Digital Defense

Founded in 1999, Digital Defense, Inc. is an industry recognized provider of security assessment solutions. Digital Defense’s provides vulnerability 
and threat assessment Software-as-a-Service (Saas) solutions and services purpose-built to operate in today’s hybrid cloud enterprise environments. 
Digital Defense’s proprietary platform, Frontline.Cloud, incorporates patented technologies and offers multiple software security systems focused on 
pro-actively hardening business critical assets from being compromised and breached. The Frontline.Cloud platform supports Frontline Vulnerability 
Manager™ (Frontline VM™), Frontline Web Application Scanning™ (Frontline WAS™), and Frontline Active Threat Sweep™ (Frontline ATS™) that 
provide agent-less discovery, vulnerability and threat assessment of dynamic assets, while eliminating manual processes and integrating with market-
leading 3rd party security and IT offerings to eliminate gaps in visibility and enable faster remediation. Frontline.Cloud is the only solution in the 
market that is built to be scaled across any size organization and operate on premise, in the cloud or in hybrid network-based implementations.

About Forescout

Forescout Technologies is the leader in device visibility and control. Our unified security platform enables enterprises and government agencies to 
gain complete situational awareness of their extended enterprise environments and orchestrate actions to reduce cyber and operational risk.
Forescout products deploy quickly with agentless, 100-percentreal-time discovery and classification, as well as continuous posture assessment. Our 
technology continuously assesses, remediates and monitors devices and works with disparate security tools to help accelerate incident response, 
break down silos, automate worklows and optimize existing investments. As of March 31, 2018 more than 2,800 customers in over 80 countries 
improve their network security and compliance posture with Forescout solutions. See devices. Control them. Orchestrate system-wide threat 
response. Learn how at www.forescout.com.

LEARN MORE

To learn more about the integration advantages of Digital 
Defense’s Frontline.Cloud platform and The Forescout 
platform, contact us today.

Sales can be reached at: sales@digitaldefense.com

Technical support questions, can be directed to: 
integrations@digitaldefense.com
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